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----------------------------------------------------------------------------Read the text and then answer the questions by circling a,b,c or d:
Technology and the need to stay in touch have fueled the growth of
cell phones. These devices can provide voice calling, entertainment
and web access at the click of a button. However, their disadvantages
cannot be ignored as their problems influence people greatly.
Cell phone use is expensive. Added to that, are the costs of the
hardware, text messaging, roaming and downloading. If service is
unsatisfactory, your only option for ending service is to pay
termination fees.
Cell phone can ring in the middle of movies, music concerts, plays
and other areas where silence is required such as libraries. In
addition, the glow of cell phone screens from text messages can annoy
people in the darkness of a theater.
The use of cell phone while driving has caused so many accidents in
the UAE that the government has prohibited calls and text messaging
while driving, as the accidents of 2011.
Gone are the days of" getting away from it all". Cell phone makes it
difficult to remain out of contact with bosses, friends and family
members. Even if you turn of your ringer, callers can fill our voice
mail and your text inbox with messages.
Cell phones send out low levels of RF( radio frequency) radiation.
Large amounts of this energy can heat and damage tissues, especially
around the eyes, which do not have enough blood flow to carry away
such heat. There is no concern that cell phones might cause cancer,
headaches, sleep problems and memory loss.
So , it is advisable to those who are addicted to mobile phones to have
self control and use them only when necessary.

A-Choose the most suitable answer from a, b,c or d:
1-The text is mainly about the …………. of cell phones.
a-services

b- growth

c-cost

d- disadvantages

2- The root of the word" entertainment" in paragraph 1 is:
a-entertainer

b-entertain

c-entertained

d-entertaining

3- The growth of cell phones is related to the…………
a-need to stay in touch

b- voice calling

c- web access

d- influence on people

4-The prefix "un" in the word "unsatisfactory" in paragraph "2"
means:
a-again

b- after

c- not

d- across

5-The cell phone use is expensive because of…………..
a-the cost of hardware

b- texting messages

c- roaming and downloading

d- all of them

6- The word "silence" in paragraph"3" line 1 means:
a-chatting

b-patience

c-without any sound or talk

d-noise

7-According to paragraph"3" the glow of cell phone screen annoy
people in……….
a-theaters

b- libraries

c-concerts

d- plays

8- The word "prohibited" in paragraph "4" means:
a-extended

b-allowed

c-used

d- prevented

9-Where would the following sentence best fit?
"It is impossible for people to stay away from their mobiles"
a-paragraph2

b- paragraph3

c-paragraph5

d-paragraph6

10- The tissues around the eyes are damaged because of……….
a-a lot of blood

b-less heat

c- less blood

d-less radiation

11-The word "heat" in paragraph"6" is a\an:
a-noun

b- verb

c-adjective

d-adverb

12-The writer is trying to ……….
a-encourage people to use cell phone
b- advise people to control using cell phones
c-tell people about the advantages of cell phones
d-ask young men to buy cell phones
13- Complete the table from paragraph 6:
The radiation of the cell phones causes
14-……………………………….

15-…………………………………

16-……………………………….

Sleep problems

B- Choose one of the following topics and write about it:
1-Describe any natural disaster that you have experienced.
2- Write a persuasive essay about addiction to digital technology:
Laptops – i-phones - i-pads 3- Write a brochure to persuade a teenager about the disadvantages
of social media.
4- Write an essay that tells how real friends affect on your life.
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